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Have you ever been in love
beyond passion

Beyond control?
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TIDES OF A CURSED LOVE
(Jesse Frentzee P. Merin)

Characters:
Princess Shiva- Princess in the Dark side of
Wales, Known as Inferno.
Prince Richard- Prince of Wales.
Prince Veraquim- Prince of Inferno, Brother of
Shiva.
King Vulcan- King and absolute ruler of Inferno.
Queen Xerxia- Queen of Inferno, mother of
Shiva, and wife of Vulcan.
King William II- King of Wales, Father of
Prince Richard.
Queen Portia- Queen of Wales, and wife of
King William II.
Sir Gary- Prince Richard's bestfriend.
Drusus- The wicked merchant.
Friar Felipe- Friar of Cardiff, friend of Prince
Richard.
Council of Priests- Friar Lawrence, Friar John,
and Friar Antonio.
Sir Drake of Cardiff- Governor of Cardiff.
Sophia- The horse of Prince Richard.
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Setting: The Kingdom of Wales, the year 1579
A.D
Subject in question: Can Heaven and Hell fall
in love
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Introduction:

For thousands of years, Heaven and hell
were immortal enemies.  From the period of
creation till thence on, they remain an
inseparable factor to all mankind, that heaven
cannot exist without hell and hell cannot exist
without the existence of heaven.

Though there are times when the doors
of heaven and hell were open, after which it is
close again.  It is a tradition and a living legacy
kept for thousands of years, many have tried to
break this wall, but sad to say all of them were
a failing success.  Across the centuries,
thousands of victims cried for justice, victims
of insubordination, tyranny and suppression in
the conflict and raging war between heaven and
hell.

Amidst the noise and haste coming out
from this bloodless centuried long battle, a pair
of passionate lovers emerges, destined to break
this barrier, to create a new era and a New
Kingdom of a united religion of good and evil.
Though the task is difficult and unimaginable,
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the two lovers strive to survive, amidst this
cruel world's entities and painful realities.

 Though the distance between heaven
and hell may be infinite, only the power of two
deeply in love lovers can set this distance free...

Wales, a kingdom divided, across the
White river, in the North stands the kingdom of
Inferno, ruled by the wicked King Vulcan, a
close cousin of Satan, King of the Underworld.
Over the hills, down in the south, the Kingdom
of South Wales stands in the height of its
greatness.  Ruled by the noble King William II,
one of the descendants of the late King Richard
III, a great ruler of England, a long time had
past.

This kingdom for centuries have been
divided between the forces of good and evil,
conflict rages over the field of each land, the
blood shed, though it may be intermittent,
tyranny and slavery spreads over land.
Through this, the destiny of Richard and Shiva
arises...
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EPILOGUE:

My name is Prince Richard, son of King
William II, ruler of Wales and conqueror of
many lands.  We spread Christianity over our
Kingdom, across the centuries a tradition of
crusaders emerges victorious and undefeated,
from the first settlers of this land, till now, the
word of God was spoken in every part of our
Kingdom.

It was only a few sunsets ago, when the
first evil dwellers set foot on ou130r land, at
first, there was chaos and panic, till then the
evil comers emerged victorious and was able to
conquer part of our land.  The north, was once
one of the most peaceful and beautiful
kingdom, then became a land of savage.  King
Vulcan, the new ruler of the north was as
wicked as the tides of hatred.  It was then for
sorrow, that we remain helpless against the
forces of evil, though good triumphs from time
to time, we remained standing on our knees.
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CHAPTER -I
(Feast of Birth)
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It was the 18th of September, the year
1579 A.D; my father's kingdom celebrates my
birthday.  The day was beautiful and the scent
of summer roses flings in the air.  Kings and
rulers from far away kingdoms visited our
noble palace.  They brought gifts of joy and
sing of praise.

I remembered, there was this King from
Syria, ruler of the seven deserts in the Middle
East, who brought me a horse.  " Take this gift
of mine O' Sire, from my noble land it ascends
magnificent “ he said.  Slowly I walked
towards the horse, then I said to myself, "O'
God she's beautiful ", then I circled my new
horse while thinking foe a name, I strummed
her hair, it was as white as snow and gentle as
cotton.

Suddenly I paused for a moment and I
looked at the horse, ALAS! I decided to name
her Sophia.  After deciding her name slowly I
climbed to her back; there was a feeling of
contentment in me as I drove the horse back
and forth the palace.  Everyone clapped their
hands upon seeing me riding the horse, then I
stopped, and looked at my father, he smiled
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and slowly clapped his hands.  Upon seeing
this, a wind of chaste blew into my ears
whispering and saying to me, that time will
come when soon I will be King, and the land
that Vulcan took away from us will be back to
it's rightful owner.

Yes indeed, my birthday was celebrated
with solemnity, one could eventually see kings,
queens, prince and princesses enjoying their
graces. In the other side of the palace,
particularly in the garden, nobles, laymen and
their wives enjoys their meal.

It was so full of color indeed there is
nothing more I can wish, everything seems to
be perfect, all seems to be just as it was before
the evil one conquered our kingdom people
smiles and laughter can be heard across the
distance. It was a perfect night for a perfect
celebration.

Thence the celebration goes on as I
walk into my room and take a deep breath,
thinking about nothing but happiness. Slowly I
walk towards my bed, taking off my sandals I
lie down, rested for I while then I fall asleep.
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CHAPTER-II
(Out in the Open)
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The next morning I wake up, awaken
by the ray of the sun I forced myself to stand,
take a bath and went into the table to have
breakfast with my family. Everyone seems to
be tired; perhaps it is because of the very tiring
grand celebration the night before.

After which I went into the wilderness,
the day was beautiful, the rays of the sun
tingles in my skin, the warm wind from the
northwest slowly sweeps over my ears.  Ah!
Yes, this is my day, speeding up Sophia; I went
straight into the forbidden valley, the valley of
boundary between my Kingdom and the
Kingdom of Vulcan.

I was not aware of this, nor was I
aware of the danger I might face.  As I tried to
enter his kingdom along with Sophia, my
surroundings suddenly darkened, and a cold
gush of wind welcomed me.  As I stroll along I
noticed the trees without leaves; it was like a
desert, a cold dark desert.  It was the valley of
the dead, there I saw spirits, suffering, crying in
horrible voices, and resounding everywhere I
go.
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Then I moved on, my mind seems to be
at still as I recalled what I just saw in the valley
of the dead, there was nothing in the world, no
place on Earth as terrifying and horrible as to
the place I have just been.  Next, Sophia
stumbled on a rock, and raised her two front
legs as I was thrown out from her back, yes I
was shocked.

Then I slowly revived my self-trying to
stand.  As I stood up, I saw a creature, with a
form that cannot be explained, a creature with
a shape that cannot be defined.  O' God it was
so horrible, as I hurriedly climbed on Sophia
and ran as fast as I could.  I could not explain
what I felt as Sophia ran in all directions not
knowing where to go, until at one moment she
stopped and I being back on my mind slowly
jumped off her back and tried to sat down on a
large boulder of rock beside a leafless tree.

I tried to catch my breath back; I tried
to be calm again.  After a while, suddenly I
heard a voice, a sweet voice singing a lovely
tune, then I wondered, what could it be, what
could a tune of such melody be doing in an evil
empire such as the kingdom of Vulcan.  I was
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made curious by the lovely tune as it further
clings in my ears and lingered in my mind.

Quickly I stood up as a cold gush of
wind swept through my ears blowing my hair.
Slowly but cautiously, I followed the voice,
slowly I walked, I crossed many plains and
valleys.

Until finally I arrived at a point where
the voice singing the lovely tune seems to be so
near, so near that I could almost touch the
voice, that I could almost touch the voice with
my bare hands.  Yes, there I was standing still,
until I was able to see a vast array of thorns
surrounded by black bushes.

I could hear the voice so loud and it
was coming from those thorns, as quickly as I
could I reached for my sword and tried to cut
the thorns, that I might come into where it
might be.

Desperately I tried, but the thorns were
as hard as metal and brittle as stone, still I did
not gave up.  Suddenly a large black cat, as big
as a bear compounded me and in a wink of an
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eye I was lost, my eyes were getting sleepy as I
looked into the cat's eyes, I tried to be strong,
but it was to no avail, I fell on my knees,
unconscious, and helpless.  After which I did
not knew what happened next until I felt a
hand, a warm hand caressing my forehead, the
hand was so soft as I feel it through my cheeks.
It was full of fragrance as I smelled it through
my bleeding nose.

Then slowly I opened my eyes, bits by
bits a face was starting to form, then I closed
my eyes again and opened it once more, until it
was all clear.  Right before my eyes I saw a
lady, a very beautiful lady, her cheeks was a
mixture of a rose in early spring and snow in
early winter, her hair was as black as the night
and as flawless as satin, her lips were redder
than cherries, so soft, yet so fragile.

I could still feel her hands touching my
cheeks; it was as soft as cotton and as white as
the clouds in summer.  Her dress was blue
matching the color of the cloudless sky part of
which was covered with her long black hair on
her back, and O' God she was beautiful, I have
never seen a girl as beautiful as her, I have
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never seen a lady as charming as she was, she
was the most beautiful girl I’ve ever seen in my
entire life.

Then slowly she smiled at me, and I
can’t help but to smile too, my heart slowly
sped up and I was getting hot, like a snow
under the heat of a scourging sun, I felt myself
melting as she continued to smile at me.
Suddenly the moment of joy was lost as a
horrible voice called her by a name " Shiva ".
Then silently she whispered in my ears and said
" Go and follow your heart, no matter where it
may lead you, don't look back, just go ".  Then
I tried to speak, but it was too late, she ran to
the thorns with her beautiful dress swinging in
every step she made.

I tried to follow her, but I was too
weak, I could not even stood right.  As she
nears the thorns, it opened up as she went in it
closed back as if nothing happened.  Then I fell
on my knees, then tried to wonder who she
was, or what she was.  I knelt for a moment,
then I slowly stood up and walked away,
silently and swiftly.
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Still I was puzzled, but though the
mystery still lingers in my mind I continued to
walk, then my mind was suddenly awakened
when I heard Sophia's voice.  I ran as fast as I
could, not too far away I saw Sophia and I ran
even faster, as we met I climbed on her back
and rode on as fast as thunder.

In a wink of an eye I passed through
the valley of the dead, once more I saw the
horrible creatures, I saw the souls of the dead
passing by my side just like a wind.  I saw evil
spirits trying to stop me, but I was too fast that
in no time I was back in the light, in father's
kingdom, in the land where I belong.
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CHAPTER-III
(A Night of Enchantment)
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That night, yes after the horrible day
was over, I had my dinner and went to bed
after a while.  I could not sleep; I was not at
ease.  I rolled left and right on my bed, I even
tried sleeping with my feet on top leaning on
the wall and my head pressed on the soft
mattress of my royal bed.

After a few moments, I stood up, as
quick as I could I wore my slippers and my
royal blue cloak.  As careful as cat walks and
as slowly as a snail crawls I head for the door
leading to the palace terrace, nearing it I could
almost see the stars and the moon shining like
candles in the dark, undying from the wind of
eternal cold and darkness.

Slowly I reached for the knob, then as
slow as the movements of a snail I opened it
up, a sudden cold gush of wind welcomes my
skin and the feeling of cold ice was felt all over
my body.  I reached for the rail; it was shining
like gold in the dark as it was polished with oil
and scented with garlic.  I leaned over it raising
my head with the cold gush of wind blowing
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through my hair, and with the sweet whisper of
the night creeping into ears.

I started to think and think, I recalled
what had just happened, I imagined the things
that could have happened if I stayed, and most
likely my attention and feelings was deeply
focused on the beautiful girl named Shiva.  O'
God she was beautiful indeed, her grace was
haunting my mind, her sweet voice still resound
inside my ears, and the caress of her warm, soft
gentle hands was still felt in my face.

Then slowly I looked at the moon,
shining so bright great above all and above the
darkness of the night, I looked at the stars,
twinkling like candles in a far away kingdom.
Yes, it was magic I can feel it in every vein in
my body, my pulse was as fast as thunder and
my body seemingly floating in the heavens.

I don't know what it was, was it the
curse in the land of Vulcan, was it the spirit
that I disturbed in my journey, or was it the
thing they called love, my mind was very
puzzled not knowing things which I already
know, not knowing the feeling being felt in my
blood.  Still uncertain about myself I turned
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around and walked to the door, I was getting
sleepy, my mind was tired, and I want to have
my youthful rest.
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CHAPTER-IV
(When we First met)
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The next morning I was awakened by
the blinding ray of the sun scourging my eyes,
as quickly as I could I stood up and changed
my clothes, I ran over the stairways of my
palace, along the way I saw my mother and my
father talking to one another beside an open
window.  I saw servants preparing our
breakfast in the table, I saw our knights
guarding our treasures I continued my
thunderous speed until I saw a lady outside our
palace window, the girl seems to be very
familiar in posture, I cannot see her face, so I
neared the window.

I leaned against it then I saw her face
bits by bits as she turned around.  After a few
moments I realized it was the girl in the forest,
then again as fast as feet can take me I ran
towards her but...

As the rays of the sun touched my skin,
going further out in daylight she vanished like a
storm vanishing in a desert.  Then again there I
was standing all alone outside our palace doors
slowly I walked and wondered around for a
few moments.
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After a while I decided to go back into
the dark forest, as quickly as I could I ran and
jumped on Sophia's back, as I did this she yaled
with her two front legs on the air after which
she ran in a thunderous speed, I was almost
thrown out from her back but still I hang on.

Far across our kingdom I traveled
running as fast as a cheetah runs and being as
cautious as snakes crawl I neared the boundary
of our humble kingdom, nearing it further I
crossed the line.  Suddenly my surroundings
turned dark and as before a cold gush of wind
blew through my ears, and the horrible cry of
the dead was felt clinging in my ears, as
deafening as the roar of thunder.  There I was
again in the land of Vulcan; I slowed down
Sophia as I looked around, around the dark
scene of pain and suffering surrounding me.

After a while I stopped and put Sophia
in a halt, I stepped down from her back to hear
that voice I heard the other day, I walked
around searching for that voice but it was to no
avail, there was no voice in anywhere I go, the
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forest was as silent as the night in the cold
desert of Gobi.

Feeling hopeless I turned back and tried
to head for home, but a I did this I smelled the
scent of heavenly perfume coming from the
bushes in my right, so again I stepped down
from Sophia's back and reached for that scent,
the bushes was so thorny, I reached for my
sword and I started cutting the thorny bushes
one by one.  The scent was getting stronger,
after a while I cut the last of the thorny bushes
and...

Right before my eyes, I saw the girl I
saw the other day, yes it was Shiva, the girl
with the beauty of a thousand roses, the girl
with smile of a thousand joys.  I tried to reach
her, but as I did so, she turned around and said
with terror in her burning eyes " You shouldn’t
be here, go away ", then she turned away.

I tried to speak, but not a word is
coming out from my mouth, I tried again, and
the words came out " Wait ",
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I held her hand, it was cold, it was dead
cold actually, and she turned away as graceful
as a cat does.

She spoke to me in a tender loving
voice, " What do you want from me?” After
hearing this I let go of her hand and I spoke "
Nothing actually, I just want to thank you
about yesterday for saving my life”, " It was
not I who saved you, it was you who saved
yourself " she responded with a commanding
voice, then she added " I must go now ".  After
hearing this I immediately said " No! Wait ",
but her hands were of too far for me to reach
and hold this time, so I continued " When can I
see you again? ", then she responded, " You
will see me no more, and I will see you never
again ".

After hearing this, I said with a pitiful
voice " Please... ". The moment she heard this
she turned around and looked at me then she
spoke " Tomorrow, same place, this moment ".
Then after saying those words, she ran and
vanished in the dark shadows of the forest.
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After seeing her no more I returned
home with great joy but still with a mysterious
feeling.
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CHAPTER-V
(Shiva)
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The next day I was so excited I dressed
with the finest clothes there were in my
kingdom, I scented myself with the most
fragrantive perfume in my desk.  Yes, my heart
was beating and rolling like thunder.  After a
few moments fixing myself I went on.

Riding through Sophia's back I sped up
into the forest ruled by Vulcan, not knowing
my fate with the girl I knew the other day.
After a while I reached the place, it was still the
same as it was the other day.  I stopped and
stepped down, and walked along searching for
Shiva, I looked through the thorny bushes, the
dark shadows that surrounds me seems to be
catching my breath as I thought I was all alone.

After a while I was stunned as I saw
Shiva standing all alone facing the dead river,
her posture was very astonishing indeed, her
dress was up to her feet, it was black this time.
It looks more likely like the silk from the
orient; her hair matching with her dress was
still as black as satin and flawless as silk.
Though I was far away, I could see her golden
earring glittering so beautifully.  I possessed
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and enchanted by her beauty; slowly I neared
her...

I reached for her, the winds blew off
her hair so as slow and as gentle as I could, I
held her in her shoulders and I feel it, it was
very cold.  Slowly she turned around, O' God
she was so beautiful especially in the dark.

Then she spoke to me in a warm and
tender voice " Why have you summoned me
here?”  After hearing this, I looked into her
eyes, it was burning like the fires from hell, I
looked at her for a few moments, we
exchanged glances for a few seconds, I tried to
speak, but not a single word is coming out
from my mouth.  She bowed down her head
and I spoke "What is a lady with the beauty of
a thousand roses doing in a place like this?” I
held her cheeks as I said those words.

Slowly she looked at me and turned her
face away, she spoke " And why are you here?
Son of the Gods standing in front of the
daughter of evil ".  Upon hearing this I was
shocked thinking how could it be? How did it
happen? Such a beautiful lady I knew was the
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daughter of Vulcan, king of Inferno, my
enemy.

After which she added, " Go back you
don't belong here ", she turned around.  I was
motionless, but I was able to get hold of her
hand, slowly she faced me and I spoke in a
tender and loving voice, " It seems like only
yesterday that we've met, yet I seem to know
you so well, the way you smile, the way you
talk and even by the way you close your eyes",
" What do you mean?" confusingly she asked
me, but I cannot think of a word to say, so I
held her close with both of my hands holding
her shoulders and quickly I kissed her.

At first she resisted, but I continued,
until she gave in.  Then our tongues played on
each other’s mouth; her lips were wet as she
sucked every ounce of my saliva.  It feels good
I must admit, but suddenly she pushed me back
and said " No! this is not right, I mustn’t, I
must stop this nonsense "

She turned away and ran, I followed
her, into the darkness we ran, over the dead
rivers I followed her, but after a while, the
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soldiers of Vulcan came to fetch her, so I hid
behind the bushes as I watched her being taken
away from me.
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CHAPTER-VI
(Friar Felipe)
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The next day I went to the chapel to
consult Friar Felipe about what had just
happened.  Friar Felipe is a good friend of my
father and of to me too, He has been in service
to our kingdom for more than twenty years, he
already very old wearing a wrinkled face, but
still he stands as though he was in his forties.

There I was standing in front of the
chapel, slowly I knocked, once, twice, and then
thrice, after which Friar Felipe opened the
chapel doors,  " Good morning my son, please
come in " He said.  After hearing this I stepped
in, suddenly he replied " The slippers? ", I
forgot to take off my slippers, normally
whoever enters the chapel takes off his/her
slippers for it is a holy place.  " O' I'm sorry " I
said.

So I took off my slippers as I slowly
entered the chapel.  Friar Felipe led me to his
office down the stairs.  Along the way, I saw
lot of people kneeling, some were even crying.
The interior of the chapel was darkish, but
solemn, I saw the large crucifix in the center of
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the aisle, it was shining like a glittering gold in
the dark.

After a while, Friar Felipe opened a
door, A' yes it was his office, he closed the
door and sat on his chair, he replied, " What
can I do for you my son? ", after hearing this I
walked towards the window, then I turned
around, he asked me, "What seems to be
wrong my child? ".  I did not say a word as I
laid down my sword on the table, after which I
spoke, " Father.... Father... I'm in love with a
devil ".  " O' my God! Heavenly father " He
said in a very fearful voice as he made the sign
of the cross.

Then I continued, " I met this girl the
other day, I was strolling in the forbidden
forest, she had this wonderful voice, very
mystique and vague.  Anyway, I was attacked
by this large black cat, I fell unconscious and
when I woke up, I saw myself being held in her
arms, yesterday I was with her in the forest,
and we kissed ".  "What? ", He replied with a
sounding voice " Yes Father, I know it's kind
of strange but it's true " I further added.
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After hearing this, Friar Felipe led me
to another stairway down to the dark corridor
of the church, the path was very narrow, I
could hardly fit in, it was very dark and was
filled with cobwebs.  After we arrived in a
room, it was very dark as Friar Felipe took a
church in his hand.  " Come my son ", he said
leading me to a table, still filled with cobwebs
and covered with thick dust.

He laid down the torch as he took a
large book from one of the cabinets, it was
black and dusty, He blew off the dust and
slowly opened it.  I asked, " What's this? ", he
did not say a word as he stroll along the pages,
after a while he said, " Leave this girl of yours
alone or else you will be doomed forever ".  "
What? " Confusingly I asked, " What is
happening to you now had already been
prophesized thousands of years ago before you
and I were even born by our great ancestors "
He said, and further he added as he showed me
the book, " If you will love her further, you will
die, but in return, as it said here, the son of
Wales will fall in love with evil, this will bring
him to his death, but in return, it will bring
freedom to the girl ".
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Confused and puzzled I asked myself, "
What freedom? Freedom from what? Is she a
slave? But no she is a princess, what could that
freedom mean?  " The choice is yours my son,
whether you will follow your mind or obey
your heart " slowly he replied.

After hearing this, I sat on a chair filled
with dust, I stared at Friar Felipe for a while,
then after a few more moments I took a deep
breath and ran outside.  " Where are you
going? " Friar Felipe shouted, " I'm following
my heart ", I replied.
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CHAPTER-VII
(Sir Gary and the Forest)
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After which I rode off with Sophia, I
returned home.  When I arrived in the palace
doors I saw Sir Gary, my best friend.  "
Richard ", He replied.  " Gary " I answered as I
stepped down, " What brought you hear? " I
asked.  " Nothing actually, I just came to see
you, " He said.  " Come in " I replied.  I took
Gary to our garden; " You have a beautiful
place here " He said, " Thank you " I answered.

He looked at me for a while and said, "
What seems to be the problem my friend " He
asked.  " Nothing " I answered, " I can see it in
your eyes " He replied, " Don't mind me it's
nothing actually " I said.  " That burden your
carrying seems to be so bad " He replied, "
Enough with this how about we go hunting in
the forest " I said, " Alright come on let's go,
but I can see you have a problem " He
teasefully answered as we went on.

After which I rode on Sophia's back
and went into the forest, so as he, we crossed a
lot of rivers and forbidden terrain’s until we
arrived to our favorite hunting ground.  " Here
we are my friend " I said, he took his bow and
arrow, while I took my sword and spear.
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Suddenly we heard a strange voice
coming from the bushes, it was a very terrible
voice, yet it seems so familiar, I tried to put it
all together but Gary said " Whoever skins this
beast first, wins " as he ran and tried to catch
the beast with the strange voice.

All of a sudden, I was all alone
standing, surrounded by the tall trees of the
forest, being eaten by the shadow of their
barks.  Still I tried to figure out what that voice
was, I was sure it was not a forest creature,
slowly I grasped my sword, being prepared, I
stared around searching for that voice,
suddenly I heard it again, it resounded like a
devil in the forest, my heart was beating very
fast, I can almost feel my hairs raising, my
hands sweating with cold sweat, I took a deep
breath and swallowed a saliva.

All of a sudden I heard the voice again
and I am sure the beast is at my back, this time
my heart was pounding furiously, I turned
around swiftly expecting to see a horrible face,
but I was surprised to see Shiva standing all
alone.
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I tried to near her, but she replied, "
No! Please no, go away ", I was puzzled by
this, so I stared at her for a few moments when
suddenly Gary came, " Get away from her,
she's a beast " He shouted aiming his bow on
Shiva.

He was about to let go of the arrow
when I got hold of his hand, " No! " I replied,
upon doing this Shiva disappeared.  " What are
you trying to do? " I asked.  " Didn’t you see
that, she was a beast " He said. " No " I
answered with anger  " It was Shiva " I added,
" What? " he asked.  " I said it was Shiva, the
girl I love " I answered.  Upon hearing this he
was shocked, " No, it can't be this could not be
true " He said.  " Yes it is ", I answered.

After hearing this he did not say a
word, slowly I walked away leaving him all
alone.  I was sorry for what I did, but I tried to
convince myself that he was wrong.  I was
already far away when I heard Gary screaming
in a thunderous voice.  As quick as I could, I
draw my sword and ran towards him.
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When I arrived, I saw him being
attacked by the beast, a large black cat, the
same cat that compounded me days ago, the
same cat that brought me to Shiva.  I saw Gary
lying on the ground shouting for help. As quick
as I could I tried to stab the beast, but it was to
no avail, I was thrown by his powerful legs, I
could no longer stand, my feet was wounded.
Still the beast was trying to compound Gary, I
felt hopeless as he shouted in vain, for I time I
thought I lost my best friend.

Suddenly there was a flash of lightning,
Shiva appeared in front of the beast, the beast
stopped and Gary was put to silence, I too was
put to a halt.  Shiva commanded the beast to
leave, so the beast slowly turned around and
left us, after this Shiva replied, " Be here no
more for this place is not meant for your kind
", then she left walking slowly and gracefully.
" No please wait! ", I shouted, she turned
around then I continued,  " I'll be here
tomorrow at sunset ", she did not say a word
and she left us completely.
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CHAPTER -VIII
(Deep Reflection)
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Sir Gary and I went home.  The next
day while I was lying in the bed being treated,
Sir Gary visited me.  " How's the leg? " He
asked, " O this? It’s nothing just a little scratch
" I answered.  After which slowly he took a
cup and drank some wine and he neared me
then he whispered, " Are you really going there
this sunset? ", " Of course ", I replied.  Sir
Gary did not say a word, perhaps I thought, he
realized that Shiva was not as evil as he first
thought, he even owes his life to her, and so as
mine for the second time.

Suddenly the door opened, my father
came in, " How is my son? " He asked, " He's
well fine your highness ", the nurse answered.
My father signaled the nurse to leave, so as the
nurse did. " Gary, if you please ", He said
pertaining to Gary to leave, so Gary stood up
and left us.

" What is this I'm hearing about you?
Who is this girl? ", He asked, " Her name is
Shiva, daughter of Vulcan " I answered with
confidence hoping he would understand. " This
is insane, what...." my father said as I
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interrupted him, " No! She is not what you
think she is " I replied with courage, then I
further added, " She saved my life twice, is that
evil? is it the deed of a devil to save a life of
another being, especially his enemy? ".

Father did not say a word as I further
continued, " I know this is crazy, and I'm
insane, that's what everybody says, but with
her, and her burning eyes, everything in me
seems to be right. "  After hearing this, father
walked slowly towards the window, he looked
sad as he stared out beyond the windowpane.
Then he replied, " It's your choice, I believe
you know what you are doing, go on and
follow what's in your heart ".  He looked at me
and smiled, indeed my father is very
understanding, He did not stop my feelings, nor
control my emotions.

It was already near sunset when I stood
up from bed and looked at the window, I
stared upon the beauty of the orange sun
slowly being eaten by the darkness, I took a
deep breath, then I quickly ran out towards the
open, I was going to meet Shiva.
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CHAPTER-IX
(A Night with Shiva)
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As quick as could, I rode on Sophia's
back; I sped her up as we went into the
direction of the setting sun.  After a while I
arrived at the place, it was silent and dark, I
could only see the rays of the setting sun
covering everything there was.  I was not sure
of Shiva would come, I was only taking
chances.

I walked around, I went into the river
and into the dark bushes, I felt hopeless, For a
moment I thought I lost the girl of my dreams,
so I turned around and head for home.

All of a sudden, a voice was heard, "
Richard ", again I turned around and there,
right before my eyes, I saw Shiva in a black
satin dress, she was all alone with the setting
sun behind her.  I was overwhelmed by this
view, so I neared her, she smiled at me as I
took her hand.

We walked at a distance without saying
a word to each other; finally she spoke to me in
a caressing voice, " What is the meaning of
this? ", " What do you mean? " I replied.  " I
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mean, what is this that are doing? ", She asked
again.  I looked at her, and I spoke, " I believe
I have fallen for you ", " What? That is crazy "
She replied.  " I know, everybody says that " I
answered.  " Then why? Why are you doing
this to me? " She asked with pity.

  " I don't know, it just happens. ", I
answered and added further, " Look, I don't
know why I love you, and I'm thankful for it,
for if there is a reason for this feeling of mine
to exist, then there would be a reason to leave
you, but if there is no reason for this feeling of
mine, then there wouldn’t be a reason to leave
you, understand? " I did this as I neared her
and caressed her cheeks, but she turned around
and swiftly she spoke, " but this is wrong, we
are not suppose to do this ".

 " How come it is wrong? What I feel
for you is real, and love can never be wrong " I
replied. " Yes I know, but it just ain't right
we... " I interrupted her with a kiss in her lips, "
Guess I'm hoping that you will love me too ", I
replied.  There was a moment of silence as we
stares into each other's eyes.
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We exchanged glances for a while, she
looked at me straight into my eyes, and I
looked at her straight into her heart.  It was
already getting dark; the sun was slowly being
swallowed by the darkness.  She turned
around, then again I got hold of her hand and I
kissed her, holding her in her arms, she did not
resist, instead, she wrapped her arms around
me.  Our tongues played on each other’s mouth
as we closed our eyes everytime we caressed
each other’s lips.

We kissed for a moment as she
continued to tightly hold me in her arms.
Slowly, I took off her clothes, as she slowly
took off mine.  We held into each other’s arms,
squeezing each other tightly and caressing each
other's body. Slowly I laid her down in the
grass, with the darkness of the night covering
our bodies.

With the two us possessed with our
passionate love to each other, with the two of
us possessed with the needs of our flesh, we
made love on the fifth day that we've met.
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It was the best night in my life, I have
never experienced such happiness before, we
held into each other's arms, we made love, we
broke the rule of our kingdoms, we went into
the forbidden paradise of love, we touched the
untouchables, we saw each other purely
without clothes.

Yes it was wonderful indeed, the best in
my life, making love with the girl I love was so
exciting, and being compounded by that black
cat five days ago, was the best thing that ever
happened to me, it brought me to her...
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CHAPTER-X
(Cry of the Awakening)
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The next day, early dawn, we were
awakened by the thunderous sound of a
thousand horses nearing us.  " Shiva, what's
that?” I said pertaining to the horses, " Oh no!
It’s my father's horses," She said in fear,
quickly she added " Get away from here
quickly! ".  But then before we could even
dress ourselves, Prince Veraquim arrived and
saw us both in each other's arms.  Prince
Veraquim is the elder brother of Shiva,
inheriting his father's heart.

" What is the meaning of this my dear
sister? " He replied.  " Brother!” Shiva
answered in fear, " Take them " Prince
Veraquim said as Shiva and I was taken.

I was imprisoned in the dungeon, while
Shiva was taken to her father.  So then, there I
was, all alone in the bloody ruins of the
dungeon, it was dark and spooky, cries of pain
and sufferings resounded in every angle I face,
death was all over me, Vulcan's guard was
patrolling everywhere, guarding their captives
and prisoners.
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Slowly I sat down; I took a deep breath
as a drop of cold sweat slowly flows down my
cheeks.  After a while, there was a guard who
opened the doors of my prison cell, he brought
me food, then silently he left.

While he was locking the door on the
outside I looked at my grace, a chicken's leg so
lame that one could almost see through it, a
cup of water or perhaps it was some kind of
wine, then there was a little piece of bread
which is all I have for the rest of the day.

Without further thoughts I ate it all up,
like a hungry man who haven't eaten for days, I
devoured every last bit of food I could put my
teeth on and yes it made me full.

After eating all the graces I took a nap.
Suddenly a thunderous voice gave me the
fright as I woke up," You will be thrown to the
lake of fire tomorrow dawn " a prison guard
replied pertaining to me. Upon hearing this, I
was very terrified and felt hopeless, I was
thinking about my death, I cannot think of a
word to say as the guard went away.
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Could this be the end of my once
flourishing and gleaming life? Is the prophecy
coming true? With a trembling heart all the
time I asked myself these questions, but no!
There is still one thing, Shiva, be freed from
what, from whom, I wish I knew.
Continuously I asked myself as my heart kept
on pounding and pounding, becoming much
stronger in every moment that past.

My hands were cold as I shivered in
fear.  It was already nighttime, I was thinking
of a way to escape, but then all chambers were
tightly guarded, and it was to no avail.  So I
simply took a deep breath, then I went to sleep.
Yes I was afraid about my nearing death, I do
not know what to do as I stared out the
window, looking at the moon, slowly, I closed
my eyes as my death nears with every beat of
my thunderously pounding heart.

All of a sudden I was awakened by a
banging voice, " Richard!" the voice said, as
quick as I could I went into the door and
looked outside to see what, or who was
beyond.  To my surprise, it was Shiva, trying to
open the door for me.  " You came back!” I
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said.  " I will always come back for you, my
love ", She replied.  The door was already open
when I took her hand as I tried to run, but then
suddenly She replied " No I must stay!” "What!
Are you crazy?" I asked in confusion, " I really
must, now go please " She begged.  " No I
can't go without you " I replied as I further
tightened my grip, " But you must " She
insisted.  " What about your father? He’ll kill
you if he knows about his " I said.  " Don't
mind me " she replied and further added, "
Richard, I know it isn't that easy but, we are
not meant for each other now go, please go, I
beg you, save yourself ".

Her passion and care moved me and I
could not think of a word to say as she
repeated " Please go ".  I can already hear the
footsteps nearing towards us, I was so
confused, but something deep inside of me
keeps on saying not to leave without her.  "No!
I can't " I replied, "Please Richard, please, she
begged as her tears slowly drifted through her
cheeks.

Upon seeing this, I could stand it no
more than to see her in tears, slowly I kissed
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her " I love you " I whispered as our fingers
drifted apart and I ran as fast as I could chased
by a thousand footsteps, thunderously
resounding in every wall.    My heart was
already pounding in fear, my sweat runs like a
river all over my body washing everything in
me.

I ran as fast as my feet can take me.
Into the darkness of the woods I ran, hearing
those horrible voices resounding in my ears, I
closed my eyes as I watched the shadow of
death slowly and swiftly covering my body.  I
stumbled on a rock as I was made unconscious
and my head was crossed over the ground.  I
did not know what happened then.
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CHAPTER-XI
(A Day supposed to be Alone)
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In the morning that came next, the
blinding ray of the sun awakened me.  It was
already high noon when I woke up.  I looked
around trying to find some traces of the
soldiers that chased me that night, I looked into
the bushes, deep into the forest and in every
plain I came across, luckily I found none.

Then my hunger came, my stomach
seems to whisper in my ears Please feed me, I
looked for something to eat and anything that
my mouth could chew that my stomach could
digest.  I went into the green bushes just on my
right, and right there I found a dear or was it?
Nevertheless I hunt it down and ate its meat.  I
had a bountiful meal I must admit, and yes I
was so full that I once again fell asleep.

After a while I was suddenly awakened
by  a  cold  gush of wind sweeping through my
hair and in my ears, slowly I stood up, I went
into the direction of the setting sun.  It was
already sunset, and yes the view was beautiful,
the horizon was filled with the orange and
reddish color of dusk.
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The weather was nice and the winds
blowing from the south was cold.  There I
stood on top of a very high cliff, with my eyes
looking straight towards the brilliant sunset
which is right on my face.  I could see the
enchanting view of the sun coloring the waves
of  the  ocean; I could hear the thunderous
sound of the mighty waves of this mighty sea.

But still I was all-alone; I was bowing
my head, full of sorrow and disappointment.
My heart kept on bugging my mind about
leaving Shiva in the iron hands of her evil
father.  Yes I just can’t accept the fact that it
was all over, all over for the two of us, but I
know that her memories will always haunt my
mind even until beyond forever.

“Richard” All of a sudden I heard my
name called out by someone, I know and I am
sure that I know that voice.  Slowly and swiftly
I turn around…

Slowly I looked up, and yes, it was
Shiva wearing a beautiful black and silky satin
dress.  The strong winds from the sea violently
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blows her hair and likewise her dress, she
smiled at me.  O yes, at first I thought I was
only dreaming, but a dream it was not.  It was
very enchanting with her dress, and her eyes
burning like the flame of passion.  I was
enchanted with this view, speechless and
motionless as I was for a moment.

After a time or so I snapped out of it as
I slowly walked towards her.  I tried to speak
but she got hold of my lips, so I didn’t say a
word.  I held her hand and led her to the edge
of the cliff; I placed my chin on her shoulders
as I wrapped her around my arms.

Still we were holding hands together,
and wrapping ourselves tightly around each
other as we face the setting sun.  We did not
say a word as the strong winds blew on us,
blowing through her hair, through her dress,
and through her eyes.  Her long black dress
was flying swiftly in the ground as we held our
arms together.

Facing outward to the sea, with the
wind blowing all over our body and we, just
the two of us was a great experience as I
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slowly kissed her, from her ears, slowly down
to her lips.  We played on to each other’s lips
as we caressed each other, and the dark slowly
swallowing the light of the dying sun.  “ Let’s
leave this land “ She replied, and further added
“ Let us live a life far away from this cursed
land of ours “.  After hearing this, I was deeply
moved and slowly I kissed her, it was a yes.

We want to live a life of freedom,
freedom from the curse that made this love of
ours, freedom from the curse that was meant to
be our burden.  Our love is cursed as it was
foretold a thousand years ago, this I know and
by leaving this land where it all began, we hope
this curse will be left behind and give us the life
we long for in another land.
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CHAPTER-XII
(The Beginning)
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The next day, it was a new life for both
of us, we hoped to start a new life, a life far
away from the suppressions of our land, a life
of an ordinary people in another kingdom.  We
will make a family, and live on this land where
no one know us.  Yes it was the beginning of a
long journey, a very long rendezvous of life, of
time, of passion, of trials and a test of our love
for each other.

It was a new life, a new beginning
which we hope to start in another land, and we
know that our love will go on against the trials
of time, the storms of life, and all the pains that
stands in our way.  It was a dream come true, a
fantasy that came into life.

There we are holding hands amidst the
chaotic people in the port of Cardiff, disguised
as peasants, we boarded a ship bound to a
place where we have never been before.  “Are
you ready for this?” I asked her, “Are you”,
She throw the question back on me.  “If you
are, then I am “ I replied, slowly she smiled at
me as I hold her hand and together we walked
on the gangway boarding the ship.  As I said
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before, filled with the greatest hopes and
dreams we went on and on.

The ship we boarded was the Atlantic,
it was the biggest and most luxurious moving
vessel in our time, it had six sails and one of
the biggest and luxurious cabins there was in
our time.  It towers four to five stories high
above the mighty waves of the ocean.  Over
500 feet long it was the longest moving object
in the sea.  It was made by the most expensive
timber, and thoroughly furnished by the most
famous architect of all.  Yes it was a very
beautiful ship, sailing in the rough waters of the
sea it was the princess of Wales.

Anyway, midway in our voyage,
walking outside the ship I saw Shiva, standing
all alone on the rails of the ship near the stern, I
could see her gesture, her feelings, her
emotions was full of mystery.  It was as though
she was looking a thousand miles beyond the
sea.  This moved me, so I approached her.

I swiftly held her shoulders as she
looked at me; I could see the sorrow she is
carrying in her heart upon looking in her eyes.
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She slowly turned around as she spoke,
“Where are we to go now?” “ I don’t know” I
answered, and further added, “Let destiny
decide for us”.  Upon hearing this she did not
say a word as she continued to stare a
thousand miles beyond the horizon.

Slowly I put my arms around Her as
she looked at me, then slowly she smiled, with
her eyes sparkling like a diamond in the dark.
During this moment I was nervous, very
nervous indeed as I thought for a while about
the prophecy, if ever it would come true.

But still I was hoping it wouldn’t as I
held her closer to my arms, as we watched
together the glory of the sea.

It was already nightfall, we had our
dinner in the VIP dining center, it was
decorated with gold as diamonds were shining
in the dark.  Furnished with great silver and
scented with the best oil.

At first, Shiva and I were very excited,
dining in this fine and wonderful ship. Yes
there we were, dining and devouring the best
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available on sea. There was pair of roasted
turkey made just for the two of us, a bunch of
meat, fine beef as it was, and some loaf of
bread made from the purest wheat.  The wines
were of such taste as I savor it on my lips.

Yes, it was just like dining at home, the
hospitality was of such grace, and the social
was very much synonymous to that of our
palace.

Suddenly! A familiar voice called my
name, “Your Highness”, upon hearing this my
skin trembled, I thought nobody knew me in
the ship, quickly I stood, swiftly I turn around,
there I saw Sir Drake, the governor of Cardiff,
one of my Father’s appointed subordinate and
a long time friend of our clan.  “Your
Highness, what are you doing here?”  As quick
as I could I signaled him to be quite, as I
replied, “ Don’t tell anyone about this, not even
my Father “, “Why? What’s the meaning of
this?” He asked in confusion.  I was speechless
for a moment; I tried to reason out as I took a
deep breath.
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Finally I thought of a very good lie, “
Well nothing really, I was just trying to see my
people in focus” I paused for a moment, then I
continued,” Yes that’s it, I want to be with my
subjects, and try to consult what they really
need”.  “ Oh, Sire, everything is doing fine, as
you can see here” He answered and further
continued,” People in your Kingdom are happy
and Joyful having your Father as their King, he
is indeed a king of Wisdom and compassion”

“Yes Sir Drake, I can see it, your
words shall reach my father” I replied.  “Thank
you Sire” He replied with an excited smile in
his face, then He further added, “If you don’t
mind Sire may I ask who this beautiful fine lady
you’re sitting with?”

Upon hearing this I was again
speechless, I don’t want him to be aware that
She was the daughter of Vulcan, so hurriedly I
spoke, “Well this fine Lady here is,….
A….A……..Rose, my dear friend”.

“Well it’s a pleasure, to meet you
Rose” Sir Drake replied as he honored Rose by
kissing her hand.  Upon which He added, “
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Well then your Highness, I must be going now,
I still have a lot of obligations to attend to”.
“Oh! Yes Sir Please do” I responded with relief
as I looked at Shiva and smiled.  Sir Drake
then left us as I sat down and continued…

After dinner was over, I went out
looking through the open sea.  It was so
brilliant; the moon seems to drift along the
waves, as the wind seems to touch the open
sea.

I was thinking where would we go?
Where would destiny and fate bring us?  Our
Future is uncertain, I know but never will it be
death I swear.

Suddenly I felt a hand in my arms, a
familiar touch as it was.  Slowly I hold the
hand, and swiftly turn around.  Yes, you
guessed it, Shiva, smiling at me like a dove
flaring in the darkness of the ocean.  “ The
night is beautiful isn’t it?” She spoke tenderly
with her voice, which seems to whisper like
music in my ears.  “Yes, it is” I replied and
further added as I held her closer, “The stars
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are giving us light to see each other in the dark,
the moon gives us…”

She interrupted me by touching my lips
as she tenderly whispered, “Come let’s cherish
this night”.  Upon hearing this I did not say a
word, simply I took her hand as we went
inside.  I was hoping that time would pass us
by slowly, for I really love those moments,
being all-alone with her, in a voyage bound for
nowhere.
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CHAPTER-XIII
(The Friars Aboard)
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The next morning, Shiva and I strolled
along the corridors of the ship; the sun was up
high in the sky, and the cool breeze of the sea
flings in every whispering step that we make.

As we stroll along the rails, we
discussed a variety of things, things of deeper
meaning and really do make a lot of sense.  We
were already nearing the stern when suddenly a
friar neared us, dressed in pure white blessed
vestment, “Hello my good son” He said.
Surely I know that he didn’t recognized me
regarding who I was, further he added, “What
a fine day it is, care to introduce us to this fine
lady of yours”, he was pertaining to Shiva.  At
first I could not say a word, but as he looked
into me eyes, the words just slipped away from
my mouth,” A… My name is Richard, and this
fine lady here is Shiva”.

“What a beautiful name” The friar
exclaimed, as he kissed Shiva’s hand.  “Thank
you” Shiva answered in grace.  After a while
two more Friars approached us, “ Oh! Allow
me to introduce myself and to my colleagues,
My name is Lawrence, Friar Lawrence, and
this here”, he paused for a moment as he
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pointed his friend on his left and then he
continued,” This here is Friar John”, again he
pointed another friar and continued,” This is
Friar Antonio” Friars, meet Richard and Shiva.
“Dominus Vobiscum, Please to meet you”,
both of them exclaimed.

We exchanged glances and stared to
each other’s eyes for a while, I could see the
eyes of Friar John maliciously staring at Shiva,
I was unease on this or so I was.  Suddenly I
was interrupted when Friar Lawrence
exclaimed, “ My good friends, would you care
to join us tonight, in our cabin for a small
banquet?” “ Oh! Not at all”, I answered.  “See
you then” He replied as he and his fellow friars
left swiftly.

“Are you sure you want to do this?”
Shiva asked me, “Well, we have nothing to
loose”, I replied.  “ I really don’t like the way
Friar John looked at me moment ago” She
added.  “Don’t worry, I’ll take care of
everything, trust me” I answered. “But…” She
struggled, “ Not a word please, we’re going
there” I interrupted.
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After which she fell silent, I was moved
by this, slowly I caressed her cheeks with me
hands, “ I will always be with you, remember
that, I will never leave you, no matter what
happens” I said in a sweet concern and loving
voice.  Slowly she smiled and held my hand still
caressing her cheeks, then she replied, “ I trust
you”, and then we kissed.  Feeling the warmth
of the ocean wind swiftly blowing upon our
bodies.

I know I was stubborn that time not to
listen to her advice, I know that something will
go wrong, but the urge in going to that dinner
reminding me of my palatial life is more than I
could ever bear, I just wait and see what would
then happen.

Well to continue with, it was already
nearing sunset, the winds were blowing
furiously, there was a heavy downpour of rain
and hail, as though that night was cursed.  The
roar of thunder resounds in every part of the
ship, and the ship itself was struggling amidst
the strong waves of the ocean.  It was already
dinner time when we slowly went into the cabin
of the three friars.  Hand in hand we knocked,
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once, twice, and then thrice, I was about to
knock the fourth time when suddenly Friar
Antonio opened the cabin door.  “Welcome”
Friar Antonio exclaimed with a big smile.

Slowly we entered, and yes their cabin
had been prepared, it was decorated with gold
and a red carpet on our feet.  The golden light
of the glowing candles mixed perfectly with the
hue of the surroundings.

Friar Antonio then led us in the table,
and there Friar John greeted us, “ Glad you
could make it” He replied smiling maliciously
on Shiva, I did not mind this because I know
they are apostles of God.

Slowly, before I sat, I offered Shiva a
seat as She swiftly sat down and I sat beside
her.

Dinner started with a prayer, this time it
was Friar Lawrence leading the thanksgiving, “
My friends let put ourselves in the holy
presence of our Lord as we partake on this
bountiful banquet”, He replied as he continued
with his prayer.
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Heavenly Father, it is into you that we owe
these bountiful harvest of ours, we lift them up

to you so that you may blessed them as we
celebrate in this feast for honor and glory,

thank you for giving us our new friends which
will be partaking this holy banquet with us,

these we ask in the name of Jesus and the holy
ghost

Amen.

“Amen”… We all answered.

And then dinner started…

There were some turkeys, couple of
piglets, a bountiful school of fish and a wide
variety of meat and vegetables all prepared for
us.  Fine wine and fruits were also on the table
as we all started to eat and devour the
blessings.

Yes we ate the foods, all of them; it
was so full of fun indeed and the foods really
does tastes good and delicious.  Along the way
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we talked about many ridiculous things which
as this at this moment I could longer remember
nor recall.  It’s was already nearing it’s end
when Friar John offered me a toast with a cup
of red wine, perhaps it was grape and it really
seems to have come from Scotland.

“Well then, to our new found friends, a
toast to Richard, and to this fine charming
Lady, Shiva” Friar John replied s he raised the
cup looking at Shiva.  “To our new found
friends” The other Friars followed and raised
their respective cups.  I and Shiva, to pay
respect, did the same.

I drank my wine down to its last drop,
and I must admit that it really tastes good, and
I was right it was grape.

“Well Richard, I guess this is it” Friar
John replied as he gave me a smile which seems
to be evil in nature.  I was confused so I asked,
“This is what?”  “You know what I mean” He
answered.  I looked at him in his eyes; I was
getting dizzy, sleepy.  My eyes were fading
slowly.  The more I look at him, the more I
loose myself.  I tried to hold my eyes up awake
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but it was to no avail.  I could only hear Shiva,
“Richard, what’s the matter?”  After which I
slowly fell on my knees and into the floor as
my head touched the ground I felt nothing, I
fell unconscious, and after which I did not
know what happened.

Yes I was poisoned by the three Friars,
I believe they placed something on my cup
when I drank it.  Anyway I continued to
struggle, I want to survive.  I struggled to fight
the poison that was in my body that time.
After a while I regained a little consciousness.
I tried to open my eyes, but all I could see was
the shadow of darkness covering my body.

I closed it once more and open it, but
still it was all-dark.  For the third time I did it
again, this time I saw a bright light with
resounding voices hovering in my ears, I could
not understand the voices.

After a while I was able to decipher the
words, it was Shiva screaming, screaming so
furiously.  After hearing this I quickly stood up
and everything was all-clear, I ran towards a
door, still my head feels dizzy.  Before I could
open it I was thrown away, for the big mighty
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waves of the oceans was rocking the Ship; yes
there was a furious hurricane at that time.

I could here people shouting and
screaming.  The crew trying to keep the ship
above waters.  I did not mind this, as quick as I
could I get hold of the knob, and opened it.

When I opened the door, There was a
moment of silent, as I saw Shiva half-naked
held by the three friars especially with Friar
John.  There was a moment of pause as I stared
at them.

“Quickly get out,” I shouted pertaining
to Shiva.  Shiva on the other hand quickly got
her clothes and ran, but Friar Antonio was able
to get hold of her hand.  As fast as I could I ran
towards Friar Antonio, I stared at him as he
also did to me, then I suddenly gave him a
strong punch on the nose. Shiva was able to
get loose.  She was already outside and was
safe from harm.

Friar Antonio then turned on me
holding his bleeding nose by his left hand and
he replied, “ That was painful”.  He was about
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to punch me when suddenly a loud cry was
heard. “ABANDON SHIP!” and at this
moment, Friar Antonio paused and punched me
on my face.

As he did, he and the other Friars went
out the room as the ship continues to stumble
like a dying ember in a tree.  The violent wind
resounds and whistles like a wild eagle.  As
quick as I could I ran towards Shiva, I held her
hand and led her to the open, and out in the
open were waves grumbling like a beast,
lightning that blinds the eye, and the violent
roar of thunder seems to resound like a tiger in
the ocean.

The ship swerved like a ballerina in the
sea, everybody was wet with ocean water
covering every inch of their body.  Everybody
was screaming in fear, shouting for help which
though will never arrive.

It was very much chaotic in every deck
of the ship, people ran in all directions,
stumbling to each other, saving themselves.
There were no more lifeboats on the deck, and
everyone was certain that they would die.
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“Are you alright?” I asked Shiva giving
her my coat as we strolled along the deck
hoping to find some lifeboats. “Yes I’m fine”
she replied with a shivering voice brought
about by the cold winds that is sweeping all
over. “What are we going to do? There are no
more life boats left,” She asked me in fear still
shivering with cold. “I don’t know”, I replied
in vague, then I further added” Just hold my
hand and never let go of it”.

We walked and continued I led her to
no where as I was confused where to go.  We
ran in almost all directions, we panicked like
children, the people around us were already as
frightened as we are.  Ringing bells of the ship,
violent whistle of the wind, blinding ray of
lightning, roar of thunder, and might of the
waves crushed our emotions as we struggle to
survive.

There we were in the side of the deck
of the ship, looking at the people and listening
to the cries of the children, being moved by the
weeps of the Mothers.  Shiva was frightened
herself, her face looked confused as I looked at
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her, her hair was already wet from the violent
rain that fells on her long black hair, and still
she shivered in the cold.

Upon seeing this, I held her closer to
my arms.  The ship was already and slowly
starting to sink. Slowly from the stern and into
the decks.  We ran towards the bow, there,
there were a lot of people, waiting for the
sinking holding through the rails and crying
with fear.

“Oh my God!” Shiva shiveredly said in
fear, “No”, she added. “Just hold my hand” I
replied, she looked at me, with those eyes that
twinkled with brilliance than a thousand stars.
I added, “Do you trust me?” after hearing this
she paused for a while and stared at me, then
she replied, “ I trust you”.  I was mover by her
emotions by the time I heard those words.  I
kissed my four fingers and placed in on her
forehead, then I said” I love you”. Likewise she
responded, “I love you too Richard”.

All of a sudden, the ship started to sink
to the bottom of the ocean, slow, fast, and
faster she goes.  Everybody shouted as the
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winds blew harder and stronger against the
ship, and the roar of thunder became deafening.
The waves were more violent than ever as we
saw the last of the Atlantic.

When we entered the water, I never let
go of her hand; I held it with all my strength as
we paddled towards the surface.  Stronger and
faster we went into the surface.  Until at last
we were above water.  Up above, there were
many hundred or thousands of people
screaming for help, but no one could her them,
the ocean was silent as the winds receded, and
the rain stopped.

Silence reigned all over, as the roar of
thunder became a whisper of death and sorrow.

No one in the world could hear us in
the middle of the ocean, there were twenty
lifeboats floating nearby, but no one came back
for us, not even one pitied our cries, not even
one heard us, not one.

So there we were, floating in absolution
in the middle of nowhere, still I was holding the
tender hands of Shiva, She was trying to catch
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her breath while shivering with pain in the cold
winds and waters of the Atlantic.  I too was
very cold indeed, as the raging winds then
again blew, and roar of thunder then again
broke the prolonged silence as the rain poured
again.

“It will be fine my love”, I replied, She
did not say a word, She just looked at me with
those beautiful eyes of hers which seemingly
enchants me.

She did not knew how to swim or float
herself in the water, so I tried my best to held
her in my arms as much as possible.  “Just hold
on I got you” I said to her then I further added,
“and I’ll never let you go”, then I kissed her.
She was very confused and frightened indeed,
then she replied, “I’m so cold” Still she was
shivering.  “Just trust me and we will get
through this together”,” We will make it Shiva,
we will make it,” I repeatedly said.

“ I love you Richard”, She replied, “ I
love you too” I answered back with a smile
that cares.  I kissed her forehead as we drifted
along the raging waves of the ocean.
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The rain further intensified and the
waves became stronger as I held her tighter
into my arms.  Luckily there was a floating log
of timber, it was quite small, but still I held it
and gave it to Shiva.  “Here, hold this and
never let go if it no matter what happen”, I
said. “What about you?” She asked me. “Just
hold my hand, I will never let you go, I
promise” I replied, then I kissed her.

And so there we were, drifting along
the raging and deadly waves of the ocean.  The
lightning lit dark night, the roar of thunder
continues to resound in our ears, and the rain
was stronger than ever.  Hundreds or perhaps
thousands of people cried for help amidst the
noise of the rain and thunder, but still it was to
no avail.

Slowly I laid my head into Shiva’s arms
as both of us shivered in the cold.  After which
I fell asleep in her arms.  I did not know what
happened next…
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CHAPTER-XIV
(Alone in an Island)
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All I could remember was I was
awakened by a bright light and a gentle breeze
of wind, I started to open my eyes, close it
once more then open it again, and an image
started to appear.  It was already morning; the
sea was already calm.  The gentle breeze of
nature was all I could feel.  There were many
birds in that place which I did not knew.  The
winds were strong but calmly refreshing to the
body.

Still I was in Shiva’s arms; lying and
being held into like a child, drifting in warm
waters.  “ Shiva…,,.. Shiva…..,.,.” I tried to
wake her up, but she did not respond, “ Shiva,
it’s morning” I replied again.  Finally she woke
up.  “It’s morning, look there’s an island” I
added pointing to a nearby island of lush green
vegetation and virgin mountains, then I looked
at her, She spoke, “Did we made it?”. “Yes we
did” I answered and further added, “Together”.

Slowly She smiled, and I can’t help
myself but to smile too.  I kissed her forehead
and embrace her tight.  After which I led her to
the seashore, it was quite a small island,
uninhabited to be specific.
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Yes, it had lush green grass, evergreen
trees, and virgin mountains.  When we arrived
on shore, I laid Shiva on the sand, “I can’t
believe we made it”, She replied. “Oh! But we
did” I answered with a smile and kiss.

Yes…Yes… There we were, two
young lovers laying on the sand, together
without anyone else.  Stranded in an unknown
and strange island.  “ I wonder how’s our
kingdom today” I asked.  “Well I wouldn’t
think about that now, today I just want to think
about us. “She replied.

She held my hand, as we, stood up and
walked into the green pastures of the island.

Though our dreams may have been
shattered when the Atlantic sank, we
discovered each other in the island of Shangri-
La (paradise). Still trying to fill our heart with
hope and joy, hope that we could start a new
beginning for our suffering to end and our love
to flourish.
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It was already dusk when I was all
alone walking through the cold shore of
Shangri-La with the cold gentle breeze of the
ocean winds swiftly blowing through my body.
I could hear the thunderous waves resounding
in my ears, the fresh scent of the sea clinging
into my nostrils.

I believe, only the two of us, Shiva and
I survived the tragic sinking, and I feel lucky
for that.  I thought about the beautiful
moments Shiva and I once had, the first day
that we met, the first kiss.  The first time that
we made love passionately riding through the
flames and fires of our feelings.

Our sorrow when I was imprisoned in
her Father’s dungeon, the time when we
boarded the Atlantic and how we were filled
with dreams and ambition.  The time of the
sinking that time when I almost lost her, until
today, until in this island where we are but all
alone by ourselves.

How can we rise from this storm, from
this challenge? I asked my self, how could we
start all over again?  Anyway, I set those
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questions aside for a moment as I saw Shiva all
alone standing by a rock near the shore.  With
the winds sweeping through her hair, the view
was very enchanting indeed as further more she
faced the setting sun.

She turned and looked at me, slowly, I
walked towards her, and held her hands.  She
stood up, I looked at her eyes…ah… that
glittering look of hers still enchants me.

“So what now?” She asked, “I don’t
know, I guess we will just have to live here for
the rest of our lives” I answered. “But” She
replied as She turned around.  Further She
added, “What about our dreams, our
aspirations?”.  Upon hearing this I took her
arm as I turned her face to me, “Do you want
to get out of this island?” I asked. “Yes” She
briefly answered.  “Then we will” I assured her,
“Really?” She spoke in Joy.  “Yes my love,
yes” I replied as I hugged and kiss her.

It was already dark, the island was in
total darkness.  I set out a fire as I slowly laid
her into the ground.  “When we get out of
here, I’m gonna kiss you a hundred times a
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day” She said in-joke accompanied with a
smile.  “Why don’t you kiss me now, I dare
you” I replied in the same manner.  She smiled
and we kissed as she wrapped her arms around
me.  On that night we made love same as we
did in the forest only this time there will be no
Prince Veraquim, no evil dwellers to put a stop
of our heat and passion as we vanished into the
darkness.

Yes, we slept in peace and awoke in
tranquility the next day, everything seems to be
very good and pleasing, nothing seemed to be
wrong at that time.  I had everything I wanted,
a love, a life, and peace.  She was everything to
me indeed; nothing in the world could ever her
to any other, nothing indeed, and nothing…

And there we were two elated lovers in
each other’s arms, isolated in an island,
unknown to the world.  We tried to live
normally and wait for someone to find us.

I woke her up on that beautiful
morning, “Good Morning” I replied gently
caressing her lips, as she was still asleep.  She
woke up, and She held my cheek with her
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palm.  She kissed my lips and put her arms
around me. We continued kissing for a while
then  I  tried to break free.  “Better prepare for
breakfast!” I said as I smiled and kissed her,
she did the same too.  I put on my clothes then
I left.

As I left her swiftly, I turned around
and saw her still trying to put her clothes on,
then I said, “I’ll be right back”, “don’t stay
long!” She replied as she smiled at me.

I left, and went into the forest, into the
trees.  I was trying to find anything, anything at
all that was palatable.  Both of us are starving
since the day before and we really needed to
eat this time.  There were no animals of any
kind in that island, all I saw and all there was,
were fruits and vegetables, I tried to search
further penetrating deep into the dark shadows
of the trees, but still it was to no avail.  This
time I was sure that we will not be eating any
meat, there was no animal anywhere!

Hoping for some last try as quick as I
could I climbed a tree, it was an apple tree, I
think or so I thought, but nevertheless I was
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still able to compound enough apples for the
two of us.   After I had the fruits, I brought all
of them to her, but she wasn’t in the place
where I left her anymore.  I tried to look for
her, but it seems that she has vanished in the
air.  Still I did not gave up, I searched the
whole island if it means the only way of finding
her.  Until I found her taking a deep dive into a
beautiful enchanting waterfall.

It was a mighty waterfall, very high in
terms of height, wide in span and was covered
by the thick mangroves of the forest.  I could
hear the mighty thunder every drop of water
made; I could feel the breeze of the wind
coming from the waters.  The cold gush of a
seemingly unknown spirit coming out from the
forest and the enchanting sounds of the birds
that dwells the land.

I could only see a handful of light, as
everything was almost dark, covered by the
thick green of trees.  Yes... there She was in
the middle of the deep dark water, massaging
her hair, her long black hair by her two hands.
She looked at me, then she smiled and I said,
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“Apples for breakfast?”  I held the apples in my
right hand, as I tend to give her a piece.

She did not say a word, all She did was
gave me a sigh to come over and join her, She
smiled at me. I was enchanted by this view, a
seemingly tingle in spine provoked me.

Slowly I went into the water and gave
myself a flush of it.  And oh, it was very cold; it
was almost as cold as the waters in the
Atlantic, during our perilous night when it
sank.

And so to continue with, there I was
slowly walking towards her, I could feel the
freezing cold all over my body.  I tried to reach
her until I did.  I smiled and gave her the apple;
she smiled at me too.  She then took one big
bite and gave it to me; I too did the same.

 “In this fruit we build our dreams” She
said to me as she slowly took another bite and
gave it to me once more. “ In this fruit I shall
cherish your love forever in my heart”, I replied
as I too took another bite. “Through this and in
it we shall live together”, She said, “And
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forever” I replied as both of us passionately
kissed in the midst of the rumbling noise of the
mighty waterfall.

There we were again, two crazy people,
two crazy beings in the waters of that glorious
and wonderfully enchanting waterfall.
Enchanted by the power of nature, inspired by
the passion that we have for each other we
banished ourselves from the outside.

Although the water was very cold
indeed, our bodies were never frozen as we
held on tightly into the fire of the frozen waters
of that waterfall.  Yes it was indeed a
wonderful and beautiful moment, not only for
me but to both of us as well.  To think that we
were all alone in that strange land was a bit
scary I must admit, but it too was wonderful
experience, for us to know each other much
better, for us to be with one another for the
most of time.

Yes, there we were in that waterfall, in
that water where dreams come true and
fantasies become real.
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It was already noon when we got out of
that waterfall, we were then busy fixing
ourselves and getting dressed when out in the
open sea…

I couldn’t picture it out as clear as it
should be, but there appeared to be a ship,
sailing gracefully in the calm waters of the
Atlantic.  “There’s a ship Richard, there’s a
ship” Shiva replied in joy as she pointed her
right hand into the open sea.  “Salvation” I
shouted as I embraced her and kissed her
further into her lips, then I added, “ This time, I
know, our dream will come true”. “Yes
Richard, yes”, she exclaimed.

Without further delays, as quick as I
could we took some of our clothes that we had
brought along in a small suitcase during the
sinking.  We waved them up into the air,
hoping for the sailors if kind enough to notice
us.  “HELP!” we shouted with all our voice
jumping up in the air.  Yes, there was
happiness in our eyes on that moment, and for
the time, there was, salvation in our hearts.
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After a while our efforts where not into
no avail, the ship turned around toward us and
upon seeing this, I stopped and I looked at
Shiva still jumping with all her might, I laughed
at her.  She noticed me, then paused and
looked at me.  “What?” She asked.  “ It’s nice
to see you happy” I answered.  She smiled at
me and we kissed, that kiss as I could still
recall feels so good that I held her more tightly
in my arms.

Salvation, was all I could ever think of,
and everything around me seems to be at still
but her…

After an hour or so the ship anchored
on the shore, and sailors appeared on waters,
four to be exact, dressed in black leather
coated with silver iron all over.  We were
waiting just an inch away from the seawater,
and I read the ship’s inscription to be the
Cinatit, it was a trade ship, a merchant ship
from Wales traveling to the east.  Bringing
along cargoes of food and various kind of
trades for the east.
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The sailors were nearing toward us, it
was only a few yards away when I noticed one
of the sailor brought out a chain from his belt,
it was then that I realized that we were not
meant to be rescued, but to be chained as slave.

“Run!” I shouted as I took Shiva’s
hand, upon seeing this, we were chased by
three of the sailors, while the one left behind
signaled his comrades to unload the ship.

As quick as we could we ran as fast as
our feet could ever take us.  We were like
animals that were being chased by a hungry
hunter in the forest.  It was dark all over as we
penetrated deeper into the mangroves,
suddenly Shiva stumbled on a rock and she fell
on her knees.

I lost her hand, then I came back,
“Please go Richard, save yourself” She replied
and added, “Please think of me no more, just
go you still have a chance”.  She was in pain; I
could see it in her eyes as she was in tears. I
could not leave her; so I kneel on her side and
embraced her, “I can’t, if I lost you I lost
myself as well” I said as I took her cheek and
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caress it with my palm.  She did not say a word
as the three sailors were able to catch and
capture us.
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CHAPTER-XV
(Inside the Slave Ship)
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We were then chained like wild beast as
we were brought to the ship, but still I never let
go of her hand, I never did till that very last
moment.

Yes, it was not to our knowledge that
the ship we walked through was a slave ship, a
slave ship that would tend to shatter our
dreams and aspirations we long to have.

“Take them to the pit” one merchant
replied, he looked like their master for he had
gold embedded all over his leather suit.
“Welcome visitors to my ship, my name is
Drusus, Master as my crew call me, and you
are in my ship, I do hope you are worth a lot of
silvers” He said as his evil eyes burned like the
fires in hell.

Then it was all clear, it was not the ship
of our dreams, and rather it was the ship of
slavery.  Taking us back to our homeland in
chains, chained with pain, chained with power,
chained in love, and chained in the evil
thoughts of slavery.  We were bound to be sold
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in exchange for silvers or gold, our fate was
still unknown even to us.

And so there we were below the deck
of the Cinatit, the pit, where thousands of
slaves are being kept and labored some to
death.

The surrounding was dark, dirty and
definitely ver uninviting.  The hallways are
dredge with holes and rotten flesh.  There were
rats all over; insects and creatures still
unknown to me dwelled in that part of the ship.

A trustee of Drusus led us into our cell
where we were supposed to stay for the rest of
our journey.  He locked us in without a word
he left us, just the two of us in a tiny little room
without any opening but the door.  The
ventilation was deadly with fumes of coal being
inhaled every time we breathe.  And the room
itself was dark and noisy, very uncomfortable
to anyone and uninhabitable to be exact.

“I can’t believe this is happening”, I
said and further added, “This is impossible” as
I sat down in one corner.  “How are we going
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to get out of here now?” Shiva asked as She
sat beside me.  “I don’t know, I wish I know”,
I replied as I turned away.

Suddenly, one of Drusus’s trustees
opened the door and neared us.  “What do you
want now!” I yaled, but he did not say a word.
He walked towards Shiva and got hold of her
hand as he forces her to come with him.  Upon
doing this Shiva shouted in fear, “NO!”
Further She added,” No Richard, please don’t
let him take me away from you”, She was
begging me.  I too was very frightened at that
point of time. “

“Take your hands of her!” imperatively
I replied, as I got hold of Shiva’s left arms.
The man paused for a moment as he looked at
me in gleam, suddenly; he punched my right on
my face.  I was thrown out, but still I did not
gave up, I continued to struggle for Shiva, but
then, it was to no avail as I got hold of Shiva’s
tender hands for the last time that day.

Yes, he took her from me.  I could still
hear Shiva begging, ”Richard, NO!, Richard”,
but then the door was already locked as they
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slowly left.  Slowly and slowly, Shiva was
taken away from me, she cried for help, but I
was not able to help her.  I was helpless and
simple not capable.

I was indeed guilty for what happened,
I blamed myself for loosing her as I wept alone
in the dark corners of my prison wall.

It was tragic indeed, very much as we
were separated from each other, I was away
from her, and she was away from me.

So there I was, sitting in one dark
corner of my prison cell, listening to the voice
of Shiva, a cry of help slowly fading away in
every second that passes by.  There were no
windows inside my room, I could even hardly
breath, but still I can’t help myself but to listen
to the agonizing cry of my Shiva.

I did not know what they were doing to
her, and I don’t even want to think about it,
think about it…

Suddenly, there was a moment of
paused silence, she stopped crying.  This pause
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catches my deep attention as I took a single
breath and walked towards the bars that
encased me in my room.  Then slowly I held it
with both hands.  It was cold and dry, but I my
body was numb all over to feel this.

I was thinking what could have
happened to my Shiva, my mind was confused
and very much in fear about her, and what they
might have done to my Shiva.  I did not know
what to do as I was frozen to death. There I
was standing helplessly in the dark prison of
Drusus.

I fell asleep after a while of tired
confusion and thinking.  I was in bar, alone
and, frightened.  I did not know after then…

I was only awakened by a prison guard
dressed in a strange black leather approaching
me.  He brought me my dinner and only food
for the day.  A pair of green tomatoes and a
single rotten carrot with a cup of cold porridge
and red wine was all it was.

I had no choice but to eat my ration, so
I devoured everything, down to the last grain.
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I was still making up a plan to escape my
hellish condition when suddenly Drusus
arrived.

“Feeling well my friend?”, He replied as
he looked into my eyes.  It was a devil’s view
to stare at him so I turned around.  “What do
you want from me? What have you done to
her?” I yaled.  “Nothing actually she is just
getting loosed up” He answered.  “What do
you mean?”, I asked in confusion. “You know
that your beautiful princess, dear beloved,
happens to be the daughter of my Lord Vulcan,
and you, you will be my ticket to riches.  And
as for her, surely my Lord will give me
something on return for bringing back his
daughter, perhaps maybe the next throne?”, He
answered as he laughed loud, walking away
with that seemingly demonic voice of harmony.

I was speechless as I held both my
hands ever more tightly to the cold irons that
held me close, which could be then my end.

I was not able to sleep that night, I
thought about the implications of what had just
happened.  Sometimes I blamed myself for
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loving her, why was I so stupid to fall upon her
beauty, to fall helplessly in her arms every time
we kissed.  I was stupid, yes I was, and stupid I
will be for She means everything to me, even
more.

Anyway I wondered about the
prophecy that Friar Felipe told me about.  Is it
coming true now? I asked myself, but I was
very confused, very confused…

I tried to sleep, but it was to no avail.  I
was in a trauma, in a spell that would seem to
last forever. The night was dark and the calm
winds are cold as I shivered on the floor.  I
could hear the gentle waves that calmly sweeps
the ship, and yes I was alone, alone.

Soon I would be back in the land where
Shiva and I cursed for the endless battle of our
Kingdoms.  I could not help but to think about
the things that awaits me the next day.  I held
on tightly to my destiny and hope for the best,
for the day that will be next after then, I would
be back in the land that I cursed.
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CHAPTER-XVI
(The Journey and the Land of the Cursed)
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Finally! the moment of truth arrived,
the guards of Drusus came to pick me up in
irons.  I was chained all over and was watched
over by two guards dressed in black leather.
We docked in the Kingdom of Vulcan, and yes
it was all but the same when I first came there.
The dark clouds, the cold winds, and the
howling creatures which seems to cry the
agony of the chained slaves in every view.

Yes I was still frightened even up to
then…very much frightened.

And there I was being brought out like
a criminal, chaperoned by the guards that took
me early that day, chained for the sin of love
that I have committed.

Out in the open, out in the darkness of
the place I was standing, I felt the cold winds
blowing swiftly into my hair.  As I came out,
Shiva followed with Drusus holding her hand
tightly as they passed on the gangway.

I looked at her, and she stared at me,
yes she was in pain, I can see it in her eyes.  It
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was burning like an unending agony of a frozen
heart.  After seeing her for quite sometime, I
turned around and continued.

As the moment passed, and after
Drusus gave some instructions to his crew,
which I did not hear, a beautiful wagon came.
It had four black stallions in it, decorated with
golden ornaments, a carved Dragon breathing
out fire, a serpent, and a beautiful Goddess.
There were two people in it, the chauffeur and
one assistant.  Both of them were dressed in
red silk, the chauffeur wearing a hat with the
sign of Vulcan embossed in it, and his assistant
carrying a large ax on his back.

Suddenly Drusus came and spoke to
one of the guards guarding me on my left, “If
he talks, kill him”. Drusus replied.  “Yes sire”,
answered the guard.  It was Demonic indeed,
such a tone as he turned around and walked
towards the wagon, He had Shiva in his right
arm.  Both of them boarded the wagon.

As I looked into the eyes of Shiva, She
too stared at me as if it was our last.  Yes,
that’s all it was, I was helpless, though I
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desired to help her, but I can’t.  I was chained
like a beast far off from her royalty.

Slowly, the wagon departed as we
continuously looked on each other’s eyes.
Then I saw a tear flowing through her eyes
which then seemed to crumple my heart.  She
waved good bye as though it would be our
last…

After that moment had past, I began my
perishable journey, a march to the kingdom of
Vulcan, to his dreadful castle, which was then
about 100 miles from the point where I was
standing.  We were accompanied by a hundred
footman loaded with dreaded weapons, and yes
I was afraid.

Although I was a little bit thankful that
the sun never shone in the land of Vulcan,, it
was still a very perilous journey.  We passed
through many planes, many valleys and we
crossed countless of rivers.

There we were no food to eat, no water
to drink.  It was a very tiring experience, we
passed on to many dangers, from the hungry
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wolves that dwells the land, to the fierceful and
unknown beast that reigns in the forest.

I must admit, I almost gave up, yes I
almost gave it up, for there was no hope in
sight, no light, no guidance.  I always said to
myself, that I must go on, I must survive, I
know that I will, and I know that I can.  I keep
on thinking about Shiva, What could have
happened to her? Is she alright?

Those questions kept on haunting my
mind from time to time…

A day and a night passed, and we
arrived at Palace Gates, it was morning.  Sixty
of us started   the journey, but only seven of us
made it, including me.  Most of them died in
hunger, thirst, otherwise eaten and devoured by
the beasts that we  encountered along the way,
and the others, they were simply too tired to go
on.

And so there I was, standing in front of
the Palace gates as it slowly and slowly opened
up.  Guards of the palace came to meet us,
there were about twenty of them dressed in
valor like a knight of darkness.  We were led to
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the dungeon, below the beautiful palace.  We
were locked and imprisoned, perhaps to die
and rot or if lucky enough to live as a slave.
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CHAPTER-XVII
(In the Palace of the Devil)
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When I was thrown into the dungeon
prisons I was surprised to see Sir Gary.  Being
so thin and aple I barely recognized him.  He
was very healthy when we last saw each other,
but now he was only skin and bones.  I could
not believe what I saw.  More then a thousand
slaves lived in that place with limited air, food,
and water.

I neared Sir Gary and I asked, “Gary,
what happened?” I held both of his arms, he
tried to speak, but he was too weak, he tried
again then the words came out, “I went looking
for you” Further he added, “But the guards of
Vulcan came, and… and they took me to this
place.”

Well anyway, after a while I sat beside
him, and he spoke, “What is going to happen
now?” “I do not know, I wish I knew.” I
answered.  Hearing this, he looked at me and
smiled, “ Where have you been anyway? The
whole kingdom is looking for you”, He replied.
“ It’s a very long story and you would be bored
if tell it to you now” I answered as I smiled and
later on laughed to myself.  After watching did
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this, he slowly opened his smile and laughed
too.  We laughed out loud and louder.

Suddenly Sir Gary looked at me and
spoke, “We will be beheaded tomorrow ”, and
still he continued laughing.  Upon hearing this,
I did not say a word as I slowly paused, then he
too did the same after a while and after he saw
me.

Then he spoke, “I guess this is the end
my friend”.  I continued my silence for a while,
I could not of any appropriate word that I
could say.  I looked at him; tears slowly flowed
down in his cheeks.  His eyes burning like the
sorrow of death that lives in his heart.

Yes it was an emotional moment for
both of us.  I feel like faltering and giving up
myself to my emotions, but I did not did this, I
controlled myself till the very last part.  Slowly,
I laid myself on the floor; it was cold and hard
as I went to sleep, covering my body with the
darkness and shadows of the dark morning that
it was.
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Noon came, and the rays of the sun
seems to pass through the small windows,
behind the wall I was lying. The sun was not
the sun that was, it was a dark sun, no sun in
its shining glory will ever shed light on that
land, that land that they call as Inferno.

Suddenly, there were footsteps heading
our way, it resounded like chains in the closed
walls of the dark pit of the dungeon. Then for a
moment, there came Vulcan. He was wearing a
long black coat with a cape on his back, he was
holding Shiva with his right hand, and that
wicked Drusus was standing on his left.   I
could see Drusus’s face glittering with fire and
evil. Shiva as I could see was in deep vain and
depressed sorrow as she avoided her eyes on
me, she was on rags and I could not bear to see
her suffering more.

“Welcome to my humble Palace Sir
Gary” Vulcan replied, thus further her added;
“I suppose you are well aware of your
execution tomorrow dawn. Likewise I regret to
inform you that tomorrow dawn will also be
the wedding of your beloved Shiva”. Upon
hearing this I went wild, I slammed into the
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prison bars, “You… are… so wicked” I spoke
in loud as I pointed my index on him.  But then
quickly he responded, “Well thank you, I have
never received such a compliment for such a
long time”

Yes, I was much in vain, I looked into
Shiva’s eyes, and I could see her regrets, I can
see her sorrow and pain.

“Come here” Drusus suddenly said as
he got hold of Shiva’s hand and pulled her
towards him.  Their bodies kissed as Drusus
forcefully kissed her.  “Get off me” Shiva
struggledly said.  I was helpless, Shiva came by
me and we were face to face, I looked at hr
eyes, we kissed, which I thought or so to be
our last, then she was taken away from me.

“I’m sorry Richard” she spoke lastly as
she went on far and far…

Upon seeing this I fell on my knees and
held the cold iron bars tightly in my hands. Sir
Gary came and got hold of my shoulder,
“Leave it behind, we loose” he said in comfort
and dismay. “This can’t be,” I said in confusion
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as I saw Shiva slowly fading upon my sight,
then she was lost.

I can’t think, nothing except the pain
that was deep in me, I was so confused and
afraid, afraid that I would loose her. For a
moment everything seems to be very wrong.
Still amidst this I wanted to be strong but I was
too weak to go on.

Anyway, I was still confused as sunset slowly
came, the dark sun was slowly making its
descent in the west and the pale cold moon
slowly rises from the east. There were no stars
in the dark sky; it was a dead night. The prison
chamber was already getting dark and darker
as time passes.  Finally a soldier came, armed
with a claymore, he brought us food in what
would supposedly become our Last Supper.
Carefully he slides the tray with the food
beneath the door and into us, quickly in silent
he left.

I crawled towards the dish, Gary
followed me later.  We had some meat that
night, although I did not know what meat it
was I didn’t think of it as much as my hunger
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conquered me. Sir Gary too was very hungry,
starving perhaps as he devoured his share with
outmost thirst for food and water.

I  was not able to sleep that night, so
was Gary. I tried to close my eyes and hoped
to die, but it was still to no avail. I kept on
thinking about the day after, what would
happen to me, to Gary, and to Shiva.  My mind
was all mixed up, I tried my best, but this time,
I know that my best was never enough, not
enough to live, not enough to love.

It was a very cold freezing night, cold
gush of winds find its way through the two
narrow windows in our little prison cell. The
wolves outside were howling like demons,
there was terror in the land. In one side, I could
hear the voices of the other prisoners and
slaves, resounding in the thick walls of the
dungeon. Cries of pain, suffering, and sorrow,
everything was enough to wake me up that
night.

Slowly after a while, I stood up, I
walked towards the window, I raised my chin
to see the view. There I saw the moon, shining
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all alone, standing as the only light in that
dreadful kingdom.

Suddenly, a cold gush of windswept
through my ears, blowing my hair in all
directions.  I took a deep breath; I looked at
Sir Gary. Alas! he fell asleep.  I looked out in
the window once more. Slowly powerful
memories of yesterdays came unto me. I
thought about the wonderful moments Shiva
and I had. It was short, I must admit, but it was
all we need to fall in love to each other.

Finally midnight came, it was still the
same as it was a while ago. Nothing actually
changed literally. I was already sitting down on
the floor, down in the cold floor of that prison.
Still I was not at ease, knowing that my
execution was nearing fast, knowing also that
soon Shiva will be married to that wicked
merchant called upon the name, Drusus.

I did not thought of a plan to escape
nor did I intended to, I just kept myself intact
and sealed my emotions deep within me.
Finally once more, it was midway between the
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breaking of dawn and midnight; still I was not
asleep. When all of a sudden…

I heard wild footsteps nearing me,
footsteps I was sure I already heard of, but I
did not who.  It resounded in the corridors of
the dungeon, getting louder as it neared toward
me. Slowly, faster and faster it came, yes I did
not know who it was, my mind still cannot
decipher what was going on. I stared outside
the prison bars as I waited impatiently to see
who it was.

Suddenly….Suddenly….Suddenly…

I saw Shiva, all alone, wearing a black
long dress, her hair flowing flawlessly into her
smooth shoulders. Her hair danced like a
Goddess as she ran towards me. There were no
more guards at that hour, and her beauty
stunned me as she continuously ran towards
me. Every moment seeing her was heaven to
me

Finally she came to me; “Quickly let’s
get out of here” She spoke as she stumbled
with the keys in her hand trying to open the
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lock.  This upon happening I got hold of her
hand, she stopped and we stared to each other
for a while, “Your not marrying Drusus?” I
asked in whisper. “No, I changed my mind, for
heaven and hell dares not hinder my love for
you, or else I shall destroy them both” She
answered with inspiration as we continued to
stare unto each other.

Finally we snapped out of it, she
continued to hustle opening the door.  As
quick as I could I woke up Gary, “What?
What?” confusingly he said.  “Were getting out
of here” I replied.  Finally the door was
opened. “Hurry” Shiva said in swiftness as we
all got out.  I took Shiva’s hand and said, “This
time you are coming with me”, she looked at
me for a while, then she stared up and said,
“Forgive me Father”, she then looked at me
and smiled, “Let’s go” She replied. I too smiled
and as quick as we could, we ran into many
corridors of the palace, with Shiva being our
guide.

We passed through a lot of guards
sleeping in their line of duty.  We stopped at
one and Shiva replied, “I’m glad my Father
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hired these fools”, She then looked at me and
smiled.

Yes we went on. Everybody was
unaware of our escape, until one single guard
while peeing outside saw us. “Hey” He
shouted, it woke all the other guards. “Shit”,
Shiva spoke, I looked at her and wondered
what that word was, anyway never mind that.
In this moment, we had a wild run, unto the
darkness of the palace, more and more soldiers
were chasing us. First there was one, then two,
three, and four and after a while all the palace
guards are already after us.

In the chase I held Shiva close to my
arms, I never let go of her hand.  There were
times when we thought we already lost the
guards, “I think we lost them” Gary replied,
still catching his breath, we came to a corner,
all of a sudden we realized it was a dead end.

Then suddenly there were two soldiers.
“Oh my God!” Shiva replied in fear.  Upon
seeing this I held her closer and tighter.  One of
the guards neared us; he was bringing with him
a fine polished sword.  He was about to strike
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me, when in swiftness I was able to avoid such,
and had the consolation of punching him on the
stomach. He screamed in pain.  The next one
also attempted, this time it was Sir Gary, he
escaped and kicked the soldier right on the
face.  Yes, both soldiers fell. I was glad about
it.

All of a sudden, there was a loud
banging sound. I turned around and saw Shiva
knocking out another guard with a piece of
hard metal bar.  She smiled at me for a while
and said, ”Thought only you can do it”, then
again we ran.

As fast as thunder we roamed the dark
corridors of the palace, still being chased by a
number of soldiers, we were unarmed literally.
We had nothing but each other. “This way”
Shiva replied pointing to a safe hiding place.

We hid there for a while; it was a dark
abandoned room. “What is this place?” Sir
Gary asked. “It used to be the execution room,
many people and tortured slave died here”
Shiva answered as she took the torch and
locked the doors.
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The place was filled with cobwebs and
a foul smell of dead flesh was all over it. “It’s
so spooky around here” I replied. “Yes, a lot of
my Father’s prisoners died here in the early
days of his kingship” Shiva answered

With Shiva carrying the torch and
leading the way, we roamed around the place.
I believe that the soldiers were not able to
follow us on that place, but I knew that we
were still being watched.  The place was
gruesome indeed, not only because it was as
dark as the night but also it was infested with
wild unknown insects.  We strolled along the
place for a while, “Come I know an exit” Shiva
replied as she held my hand.  But before we
could go Sir Gary smelled something, rather
different from that fleshy smell we encountered
on the entrance. “What’s that smell?” he asked
and added, “It seems to be coming from there”
as he further looked into the source of the
smell.

Shiva and I followed, we went to a pit,
it was not as deep as it was, barely about four
feet deep.  Sir Gary took the torch and looked
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down, “Oh my God!” Shockingly he replied.
We were shocked from what we saw, a pair of
legs, a pair of arms, cut fingers, glands and a
body, it was headless and we saw it’s head
right upon the corner, it was full of blood and
terror.

We covered our nose upon smelling
that obnoxious scent. Suddenly Sir Gary fell on
his knees; “NO!” he shouted with a screaming
voice, he took the head.

“What’s the matter, do you know her?”
I asked, slowly he looked at me and stared at
me for a while, then he turned around, he
kissed the forehead of the head we found. “It’s
Rosaline…” He replied with tears flowing
through his cheeks from his eyes, and there
was sorrow in his face.
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CHAPTER-XVIII
(Rosaline)
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Rosaline was his fiancée, she was his
childhood friend and sweetheart, they were
supposed to be married the following week,
but sad to say Rosaline didn’t make it.

“She must have followed you” Shiva
replied pertaining to Sir Gary. “Come now we
must go” I said as I hold his shoulder, slowly
he kissed Rosaline’s corpse good bye, and with
tears he left.  As we head our way towards the
secret exit which Shiva was leading us to, the
soldiers appeared behind us, yes they were able
to follow us.

“Hurry” Shiva replied, instead of
walking, we ran in fear. “This way” Shiva then
again said as we took a left turn.  There we
saw a narrow bridge; capable of bringing us to
the other side one at a time.  Down below it,
there was a deep canyon, so deep that its
bottom cannot be seen.  “You go first,” I said
to Shiva as I held her hand, she stared at me for
a while then we kissed and both of us said, “I
love you”
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Cautiously Shiva crossed the bridge,
slowly and slowly, she walked through it,
“Don’t look down” I shouted as she stumbled
for a while.  Luckily she was able to recover
and made it through safely. “You go,” I said
this time pertaining to Sir Gary, upon hearing
this, he looked at me and said, “No my friend,
you must save yourself, Shiva needs you more
than She needs me”. Thus upon hearing this I
was moved, so I hold Gary’s shoulder and
replied, “Thank you my friend”, then I left him
as I crossed the narrow wooden bridge.  I was
able to get to the other side safely and almost
flawlessly. “Gary come on,” I shouted on him
on the other side.

Suddenly, soldiers arrived, as quickly as
he could; Sir Gary tried to cross the bridge.

Gary was almost finish crossing the
bridge, he was only about two or three feet
away from us when suddenly an arrow hit him
at the back piercing his chest perhaps through
his heart. Upon seeing this, Shiva and I were
terrored, slowly and gracefully; Sir Gary fell on
his knees, then to the canyon. Luckily I was
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able to grab his arm. “Oh my God!” Shiva said
in fear.

Slowly I pulled Sir Gary up, and up,
until he was on our ground.  He was still
breathing, but struggling to survive. I carefully
tried to take the arrow embedded from his
chest. “No please, leave it there”, He replied
and further quickly he added, “You must go,
save yourselves, this piece of wood has pierced
into my heart, there is no way I can live,
Rosaline is gone, so I too must, please my
friend, leave me”

“But…”He interrupted me, “ Please go,
leave me”. With the soldiers slowly crossing
the bridge, I had no other choice, “Good bye
my friend” I said as I went on…
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CHAPTER-XIX
(Quick Chase)
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As quick as I could, I took Shiva’s
hand and we ran towards the open.  Suddenly
as we went out, the winds became more and
more stronger.  It greeted us like a beast, like
thunder resounding everywhere; the lightning
was so blinding. “My Father has unleashed his
fury, you must go” Shiva said. “What?” I
asked.  “Nothing could stop him, we cannot
run anymore, if we do then both of us will
perish” She answered.

“I’d rather die with you than live my
entire life in misery without you.” I replied. “
No Richard, you do not understand…” She
replied as I interrupted her, “No, you do not
understand. We have come this far, I have
come this far, far beyond any man would dare
to go, I am not leaving without you, not now.
Everything would be meaningless without you,
meaningless”

“So do I Richard but… but…” again I
interrupted her, “But what? What more is there
to be said?” “But…” still confused she replied
and quickly I said, “If I cannot change your
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mind then be it, but let me ask you one last
time, will you come with me?”

She came to a halt, then she stared at
me, with those eyes of gentle touch.  After a
while she replied, “I love you, I will”.  Upon
hearing this, my heart jumped with joy. I kissed
her once, then twice, then thrice, I held her
hand and we ran as fast as we could.

We could still hear those resounding
and grumbling footsteps chasing us into the
wilderness. Vulcan was more furious than ever,
there was a terrible shaking earthquake, the
ground shook and trees fell. The rivers ran
water purified with blood and howling demons
were everywhere.

The surroundings was still dark as
sunrise did not came yet.  We went into the
woods and deep into the forest, bringing along
with us fear of capture and persecution.  We
then came across an old graveyard as we
slowed down. “This is our family’s private
cemetery, many of my ancestors were laid upon
here” Shiva replied then she added, “And I
believe that I too will be buried here someday”
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“No, it will never happen we will die
together and we will be buried side by side, not
here but in no where” I replied as I caressed
her cheeks. She smiled and I smiled.

We stayed on the graveyard for quite a
while just trying to catch our breath back and
compose ourselves.  We sat in one of the
tombstone and held unto each other’s arms.
“Do you think were gonna make it?” She
asked. “We will, we will” I answered. “Then
what will happen next? “ again she asked, this
time with a smile on her face.

I looked at her and slowly I looked on
the horizon, into the open sky looking through
it waiting for the sun as it slowly comes.

I spoke, “Well, I don’t want to think
about that now, what is important is that we
have each other”. I held her hand and place it
on my heart, I added as I looked into her eyes
glittering like a gem, “Here inside me,
everything seems to be so right and wonderful
whenever you are with me”. I kissed her and
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we continued to fall into each other’s embrace
in the darkness of that graveyard.

All of a sudden, we heard thunderous
footsteps of a thousand horses coming our
way. “What’s that?” Shiva asked, “Horses,
come lets get out of here” I replied as I took
her hand and we ran as fast as we could to
escape the fury of Vulcan, her most evil Father.

We hid in one of the bushes nearby as
we looked at the soldiers in their horses
passing by.  Then there was Vulcan, riding
viciously on his beast dressed in a chain mail
with a flail on his right hand.  He put his beast
on a halt, then he replied to his soldiers which
were dressed in rags and armed with swords
and bows, “Bring me the head of Richard, and
bring me my daughter’s heart stained with
Richard’s blood”, then the soldiers continued.

Upon hearing this, Shiva could not help
herself but to cry, she could not believe her
own Father could ever order her demise.  “I
can’t believe that”, she replied as went into my
arms.  “Calm down, everything will be fine” I
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replied to her in comfort.  I embraced her and
added, “Come, let’s go”.

Slowly we crawled behind the thorny
bushes , as slow as snail and as cautious as
snakes we did it as gentle as possible.

Suddenly, Shiva stumbled on a rock,
“Ouch!” She yaled. At this point Vulcan knew
where we were; I knew this, so I replied,
“RUN!” I held her hand and we ran as fast as
we could.  Vulcan and his battalion of soldiers
chased us again.

Once more, we went into the forest, we
crossed the dead rivers, hide through many
plains and terrain. Sunrise was fast approaching
as we ran in all directions, we did not know
where to go; we did not know where to run,
where to hide. All we had was each other, and
faith that we could get through it.

Suddenly, while we were running and
playing chase with the soldiers. I felt something
piercing through my heart. It was not painful,
all I could feel was that my chest became numb
and it became a difficulty for me to breathe.  I
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felt something warm flowing through me,
something warm coming from deep within me.

I tried to touch my chest but now I felt
the pain, yes it was an arrow.  I was hit by it
straight into my heart, Shiva did not knew this
as I held her hands ever more so tightly.

Still I struggled, we continued and I did
not complain about the pain I was feeling. I led
Shiva, far away from the soldiers of death; the
soldiers of her own father.  We did not stop
running, running blind everywhere. I hold on to
myself but I was already covered with blood.
Still Shiva did not notice me, I tried to avoid
telling her about my condition, I never told her,
yes I never did.

Anyway, we continued our thunderous
speed; the footsteps following us were slowly
fading, fading, and fading away.
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CHAPTER-XX
(In my Final Moments)
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Suddenly, we ran into a dead end, a
cliff, the same cliff that Shiva and I were
together and in each other’s arms along time
had past. It was still the same as it was when
we were there until the time we left it. The
same cold winds blowing through it, the same
powerful waves resounding like a wild tiger
dwelling in the ocean.

We stopped our thunderous voyage; we
tried to catch our breath and held still to each
other. She looked at me; I was bleeding and
struggling in pain. I was covered with blood all
over, and the arrow that pierces through me
was more than enough for her to be frightened.
“Oh my God! Oh! My God, this is not
happening” She begged in prayers as she held
me in her arms and I slowly fell into the hard
cold grounds.

As quick as she could, she stumbled in
trying to get the arrow off my body, in doing
so I further fell on my knees, it was so painful.
It feels like being stabbed by a thousand knives,
yes I was in agony.  She continued to cry in
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fear, “No…no… don’t leave me Richard” she
repeatedly cried.

I was already getting weaker, more and
more blood are coming out from me, I could
feel it like warm water flowing all over my
body.  The poison in the arrow already
paralyzed me.  Still she continued on trying to
remove it, she held the arrow tightly and pulled
it straight out.

She shouted in doing so, while I was
silent, I could no longer scream, I was simply
too weak to do so. The arrow was thus
removed from my body, but my blood
continued its rage out. As quick she could, she
took a piece of cloth from her dress and
pressed it against my mortal wound. She held
my hand and spoke, “Don’t Richard, don’t do
this to me”.

Then she added, “Everything is gonna
be fine right? We will get through this.  She
was in tears all over and I was in blood as she
tried to be strong though she knows that I was
weak.
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Slowly, I raised my right hand and I
tenderly caressed her cold cheeks, I looked at
her crying eyes which was full of tears, and I
spoke, “Everything will be fine, I will never let
you go, you will always be in my heart” further
I added, “My love, some say that heaven is a
place of eternal bliss, some say it’s a place
where dreams come true, but for me, heaven is
simply each single moment I spent loving you”

Upon hearing this she smiled and kissed
my forehead.

Still she then continued to cry and cry
and cry. I could not calm her, she continued on
holding my hand and I caressing her cheeks.
Her passion and emotions moved me, I could
never believe that I mean so much to her, so
much indeed, so much.

I was already getting weak, I tried to
speak, but instead, blood came out from my
mouth. I tried again and this time the words
came out, “You must be freed, go on and don’t
look back, forget me, forget our past, forget
everything that we had, but never forget that I
have been once a part of you…”I was
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interrupted as I continued to cough and tried to
catch my breath, she was listening still, “ You
must survive, do not give up, I will always look
after you, and I will wait for you…”

“No don’t do this to me” She begged
and further added, “You are all that I have, you
must not die, I need you, more than anything
else in this world, life would be nothing
without you, nothing but an empty space.”

Then, I was already too weak to speak,
but still I tried, “Please go, save yourself, do it
for me……”

Shiva was still rattled and shocked, she
was not at ease, slowly she caressed my
forehead, “don’t die, I beg you”, she said and
then added, “Please don’t leave me”

God I could not die at that moment to
see her crying right before me but I know that
my time is near.

Yes, I know that my time is near, death
was just a footstep away. I could hardly
breathe, I could hardly see. Still I tried my best
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to live for the longest possible moment, I tried
to be with her, but it was to no avail as I took a
deep breath, I held her hand tightly and I
closed my eyes forever.

But then my spirit could still hear her
crying, that sorrowful cry was more than I
could take, as I saw her lying on my body
weeping with tears, begging for me to come
back, which I just can’t, I simply can’t.

And yes, right before me, I saw Shiva
still holding my hand, trying to wake me up,
but I was dead, there was nothing I nor she
could do.

Death was of no pain of the flesh, but in
the heart…

She was freed by my death, freed from
the powers of evil tat once abound her being.
She was cleansed by the water that flowed
from my heart, she was purified by the light of
sunrise as it slowly flickers on the horizon, it
dawns.
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Yes it was, sunrise came with sorrow,
sorrow that came upon my death, but with
glory that came upon her freedom.

Suddenly, the soldiers had arrived and
came in a thunderous speed. Upon seeing this,
Shiva slowly kissed my lifeless hand and then
my cold lips she said, “Goodbye Richard, I love
you…”

Before the soldier could come near her,
she jumped off the cliff, into the cold waters of
the sea, and into the violent waves of the
Atlantic.

She survived, while I died. She became
free from the bondage of evil, free from the
power of her father, liberated from the chain of
sin.

After which, she continued to live her
life in a far away land where nobody knows
her. I watched over her in the heavens, every
night and every passing day. She lived her life
with happiness and fulfillment. She did not look
back. She went on and on and on.
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She was married to a nobleman, they
had two children and they lived a life of
fullness, beyond that life, she forgot about me,
just like what my last words told her.  But she
never did forget that I was once a part of her.

Deep in her heart I know she has this
devotion to be with me in the end.  Till then
when her time passed, we were together, in
heaven, happy eternally…

THE END

“ it is not the mind that thinks, nor is
it that the heart that loves, everything comes

from our soul

heaven and hell dares not hinder
my love for you, or else I shall destroy them

both

Some say that heaven is a place of
eternal bliss, other s say it s a place where

dreams come true, but for me, heaven is
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simply every single moment I spent loving
you

whatever happens, love will always prevail
at the end

JIGS


